Meet Stem Control

Everyone wins with Stem Controls simple and intuitive user interface. Control’s intuitive design prevents unnecessary learning curves often associated with new technology adoption, and creates an enjoyable and familiar experience for everyone. On Control you can access the Stem ecosystem and see data rich statistics and reports behind the scenes. Control also seamlessly integrates with all major video conferencing platforms so you can use the platforms you know and love.

Features

- Place anywhere in the room for full control of your meetings
- Power over Ethernet (PoE)
- Three mounting options: Lay Down at 45 degree angle, Sit Up at 60 degree angle and can be mounted on a Swivel
- Kingston lock equipped
- Compatible with all video conferencing platforms
- SIP enabled dial pad
- Access the Stem ecosystem and see data rich statistics and reports
- Lock device to keep administrative controls behind the scenes
- Verify room coverage in real-time with Stem RoomCheck
- Automatically analyze room acoustics and optimize settings with Stem RoomAdapt
- 10 inch display

Mix & Match

Mix and match all Stem devices until your room's completely covered.

Networkable

Control and manage your ecosystem through the network.

Compatibility:

Stem solutions are 100% compatible with all of your favorite video conferencing platforms.